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Village of Lindenhurst – Grand Avenue Streetscape 

Executive Summary Report 
August 12, 2013 

 
I. Process and Approach:  

The initial streetscape approach involved a detailed site inventory by walking the 
corridor, identifying opportunities and working with the IDOT Engineers to obtain the 
current plans for the proposed widening of Grand Avenue through Lindenhurst.  In that 
process, we identified a series of beautification opportunities- 
 
A. At each entry into the Village, a recommendation was prepared for expanded and 

enlarged entry monument signs that utilized the Village logo with materials that 
incorporated stone columns and/or walls for a feeling of “timeless permanence”.  
These would be accented with native, low maintenance plantings “announcing” 
arrival to the visitors to and residents of the Village. 
 

B. Three separate “zones” were identified within the corridor of the community- 
a. Munn Road to Mallard Drive as the western commercial section, 
b. Mallard Drive to Hawthorn Drive as the “residential section”, and 
c. Hawthorn Drive to Sand Lake (and on to the Village Hall) as the eastern 

commercial section of the Grand Avenue Corridor. 
C. Each of the three corridor sections listed above have their own distinct character due 

primarily to land use and the associated landscape enhancements.  However, the 
opportunity to “link” and unify the entire corridor through the use of consistent 
street furnishings like decorative roadway and pedestrian lighting, street 
furnishings, customized signage for way finding and information and ornamental 
landscaping offer a means of applying a consistent streetscape throughout the 
corridor for a unified Village appearance. 
 

II. Analysis and Initial Recommendations:  
 
A. The current “image and identity” of Lindenhurst is somewhat unclear as the 

development that has transpired to date leaves one with a mixture of appearances- 
not “Historic” like Libertyville, not “Contemporary” like Schaumburg or Naperville 
and not “Turn of the Century” like Barrington. 

B. Preliminary Corridor Concept Plans were developed and discussed with staff.  
Refinements were made and prepared for presentation to the Village Board.  Options 
depicting a variety of “image and identity” sets of site furnishings were included.  A 
set of digital image renderings illustrating how the proposed enhancements would 
appear along the streetscape corridor were used to portray the various options. 
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C. Through discussions with staff and the Board, the decision came to create a 
“Timeless” aesthetic through the application of the site furnishings would create the 
image and identity desired.   

 

III. Recommendations -  
The first phase of the streetscape will most likely be the section from Sand Lake Drive to 
Lindenhurst Drive/Granada Boulevard.  Therefore, a detailed plan was prepared for 
this section of town, including locations for street trees, pavement enhancements, special 
roadway and pedestrian lighting poles with decorative banners lined the street and 
distinctive site furnishings were applied at key areas like intersections and mini-plaza 
opportunities.  A detailed pedestrian plaza is proposed at Sand Lake and Grand that 
would feature a central focal point identifying the “Center of Town” (clock 
tower/sculpture/carillon/kiosk or other).  There was also the idea of linking the trail 
along the roadway corridor into the park adjacent to the Village Hall. 
 
Detailed recommendations with the estimated ranges for the improvement costs are 
contained within the remaining Master Plan document.  I look forward to presenting the 
remaining Grand Avenue Streetscape Master Plan in our upcoming Village Board 
meeting. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Daniel D. Dalziel, RLA, ASLA 
Principal  
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Project Limits

“Residential Area”
“West Edge”

Commercial Munn Road
Area

CORRIDOR PROJECT CO O  OJ C  
LIMITS:

Commercial Area   
The Primary Focus Area is:

Commercial Area   
highlighted to the right,  g g g
....followed by…
Residential & West Edge

Sand Lake Road
Residential & West Edge

Grand Avenue StreetscapeGrand Avenue Streetscape
PROJECT SCOPE: Identify  opportunities that can enhance economic 
development and can lead to overall  aesthetic enhancement of the corridor  development and can lead to overall  aesthetic enhancement of the corridor, 
particularly within the Commercial Business District.p y
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Primary IDOT Primary IDOT 
Enhancements:

 Landscaped Medians 
 Roadway Widening 

with Shared Use Path…with Shared Use Path

 E h d P d Enhanced Pedestrian 
….Safety Improvements….Safety Improvements

Grand Avenue StreetscapeGrand Avenue Streetscape
GOALS & OBJECTIVES: Identify where and what type of 
improvements can be implemented within the corridor to enhance and improvements can be implemented within the corridor to enhance and 
encourage economic development.g p
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Village of Lindenhurst – Grand Avenue Streetscape 

Analysis & Recommendations 
August 12, 2013 

 
SUMMARY OVERVIEW: 

 
I. Analysis - Image and Character 

Our understanding of the current image and character of the Grand Avenue corridor is 
that a “cohesive image or style” does not currently exist.  Although there are some 
elements that could imply a more “modern” or “timeless” approach (Veteran’s 
Memorial plaza), no style-specific features currently depict a “look” for the corridor. 
 
Analysis - IDOT Widening   
Landscaping within the proposed right-of-way will be limited due to the minimal space 
that will be available – roughly 7 feet on the north (5 ft. from back of curb to 8’ multi-use 
path + 2.42 ft. from path to ROW) and 9 feet on the south (5 ft. from back of curb to 5’ 
sidewalk + 4 ft. to ROW) for a majority of the corridor.  Center medians within the 
roadway, where provided, will create spaces for additional landscape plantings and 
should be maximized. 
 
 

II. Recommendations - Image & Identity Elements   
Decorative sign posts with customized street signs, decorative light poles with banners, 
bicycle parking racks, benches and trash containers should be introduced throughout 
the project area - especially within the Commercial Area - to enhance and “coordinate” 
the corridor to convey a consistent Village identity for Lindenhurst. 

 
Recommendations - Landscaping 
The design objective should be to incorporate low maintenance, non-water intensive, 
plant materials that are native and naturalistic.  Our recommended planting palette 
includes ornamental grasses, perennials, wildflowers, shrubs and ornamental trees.  A 
detailed plant list will be developed in the next phase of the project. 
 

III. Opportunities & Constraints Analysis 
Our on-site observations of the corridor’s existing conditions, working west to east, were 
as follows: 
 

Village Entry @ West:  Create a ‘sense of arrival’ at the Village’s western boundary by 
implementing the following –  
 A new monument sign with columns as a “gateway” or “marker” element on both 

sides of Grand Avenue signifying the official entry to the Village;   
 Include enhanced landscaping with stone planter walls distinguishing these signs; 
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Munn Road to Mallard Drive:   
 Image and identity elements such as decorative sign posts with customized street 

signs, decorative light poles with  banners and bicycle parking racks to link the 
corridor reinforcing a consistent Village identity for Lindenhurst; 

 Roadway widening, relocation of utility poles and new path along north retail will 
impact existing trees- plan for renovation of the landscape; 

 Implementing a low retaining wall may help to save some plantings (particularly if 
utilities remain overhead) but will likely require cooperation with property owners; 

 Attempt to work with local property owner at retail site and create a “trailhead” for 
the start of the multi-use path at this location; 

 Add landscaping outside the ROW with cooperation from Forest Preserve District 
on the south side – introduce low stone look retaining walls to compliment opposite 
side of Grand Avenue (similar to those proposed at the retail site); 

 Landscaping east of the retail site will be primarily infill plantings – pockets of 
grasses/perennials and clusters of ornamental shrubs and trees, where possible; 

 Median landscaping in this area will consist of grasses, perennials, shrubs and 
ornamental trees, where needed; 

 Stone mulch should be considered at median nosings; 
 Medians should be irrigated. 
 
Mallard Ridge Drive to Hawthorne Drive:  
 Image and identity elements such as decorative sign posts with customized street 

signs and decorative light poles can be utilized in this area to link the corridor and 
carry the consistent Village image and identity for Lindenhurst; 

 Due to existing landscaping, proposed right-of-way landscaping will be primarily 
infill plantings – pockets of grasses/perennials and clusters of ornamental trees, 
where possible; 

 Median landscaping in this area will consist of grasses, perennials, shrubs and 
ornamental trees; 

 Stone mulch should be considered at median nosings; 
 Medians should be irrigated. 
 

Hawthorne Drive to Lindenhurst Drive/Granada Boulevard:   
 Image and identity elements like decorative sign posts and customized street signs,  

decorative light poles with banners and street furnishings should be used here to 
continue “the look” of the corridor with consistent Village identity furnishings; 

 With the cooperation of local property owners at the southeast corner at Grand 
Avenue/Granada Drive intersection, an opportunity exists for a ‘mini-pedestrian 
plaza’, using pedestrian seating, bike parking, landscaping and enhanced pavement; 

 Proposed right-of-way landscaping will consist of grasses/perennials and clusters of 
ornamental trees on the north side with shade trees planted along the south side of 
the street; 

 Business owners should be encouraged to provide additional landscaping to screen 
parking areas adjacent to the roadway; 
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 Median landscaping in this area will consist of grasses, perennials, shrubs and 
ornamental trees; 

 Stone mulch should be considered at median nosings; 
 Medians should be irrigated; 
 Overhead utilities should be relocated underground from the church site to 

Lindenhurst Drive, if possible. 
 

Lindenhurst Drive/Granada Boulevard to Sand Lake Road:   
 Image and identity elements like decorative sign posts with customized street signs,  

decorative light poles with banners, street furnishings including bicycle parking 
racks, seating, trash receptacles and information kiosks can be introduced in this 
area to continue a consistent Village identity for Lindenhurst; 

 The Grand Avenue/Sand Lake Road intersection provides an ideal opportunity for 
introduction of a community pedestrian plaza featuring a “grand focal element” to 
indicate that this area is the heart or center of the community- possibly a clock tower, 
sculpture or other type of kiosk/carillon; 

 The idea for a ‘pedestrian plaza’ could service the local restaurant patrons - 
integrating pedestrian seating, bike parking, landscaping and enhanced pavement; 

 Proposed right-of-way landscaping will consist of grasses/perennials and clusters of 
ornamental trees under the power lines with shade trees in the ROW on the south; 

 Business owners should be encouraged to provide additional landscaping to screen 
parking areas adjacent to the roadway; 

 No median landscaping opportunities exist in this area; 
 Overhead utilities should be relocated underground in this area, if possible. 
 
Sand Lake Road to Village Hall:   
 Continue use of image and identity elements like decorative sign posts with 

customized street signs,  decorative light poles with banners and street furnishings 
should be continued through this area to the Village Hall; 

 With cooperation from the Park District, a connecting pathway from the McDonald’s 
restaurant extending north into the existing park and to the playground should be 
provided; 

 There is an opportunity for enhanced landscaping outside the ROW within the park 
district property on the north side; 

 The Village Hall site provides an opportunity for a new Village monument sign that 
includes a retaining wall element and enhanced landscaping; 

 No median landscaping opportunities in this area. 
 
Village Entry @ East:  There is an opportunity to create a ‘sense of arrival’ at the Village’s 
eastern boundary by implementing the following –  
 Introduce a new monument sign with column “gateway” or “marker” element to 

bound both sides of Grand Avenue and hail official entry to the Village;   
 Include enhanced landscaping; 
 A small retaining wall could be incorporated as part of the entry element. 
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Grand Avenue Grand Avenue INITIAL 
ANALYSIS AND  Site Visits

Corridor Analysis

StreetscapeStreetscapeRECOMMENDATIONS:  Take Photographs
Make Recommendations

Grand Avenue StreetscapeGrand Avenue Streetscape
SITE “OPPORTUNITIES/CONSTRAINTS” ANALYSIS: Review and 
analysis to identify opportunities for enhancement of the corridor in light of analysis to identify opportunities for enhancement of the corridor in light of 
pending IDOT road widening and improvements.p g g p
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Grand Avenue Grand Avenue INITIAL 
ANALYSIS AND 

Corridor Analysis
 Site Visits

StreetscapeStreetscapeRECOMMENDATIONS:  Take Photographs
Make Recommendations

Grand Avenue StreetscapeGrand Avenue Streetscape
SITE “OPPORTUNITIES/CONSTRAINTS” ANALYSIS: Review and 
analysis to identify opportunities for enhancement of the corridor in light of analysis to identify opportunities for enhancement of the corridor in light of 
pending IDOT road widening and improvements.p g g p
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Grand Avenue Grand Avenue INITIAL 
ANALYSIS AND 

Corridor Analysis
 Site Visits

StreetscapeStreetscapeRECOMMENDATIONS:  Take Photographs
Make Recommendations

SITE “OPPORTUNITIES/CONSTRAINTS” ANALYSIS: Review and 
analysis to identify opportunities for enhancement of the corridor in light of analysis to identify opportunities for enhancement of the corridor in light of 
pending IDOT road widening and improvements.p g g p
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Grand Avenue Grand Avenue INITIAL 
ANALYSIS AND 

Corridor Analysis
 Site Visits

StreetscapeStreetscapeRECOMMENDATIONS:  Take Photographs
Make Recommendations

SITE “OPPORTUNITIES/CONSTRAINTS” ANALYSIS: Review and 
analysis to identify opportunities for enhancement of the corridor in light of analysis to identify opportunities for enhancement of the corridor in light of 
pending IDOT road widening and improvements.p g g p
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Fi l S  R d i Grand Avenue Grand Avenue Final Streetscape Recommendations
The Village of Lindenhurst will implement a 

StreetscapeStreetscape
g f p

“Timeless”  appearance in streetscape furnishings.

Benches /Seating Median Bicycle Parking Trash / g
Areas Landscaping

y g
Amenities Recycling 

Receptacles
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Fi l S  R d i Grand Avenue Grand Avenue Final Streetscape Recommendations
The Village of Lindenhurst will implement a 

StreetscapeStreetscape
g f p

“Timeless”  appearance in streetscape furnishings.

Benches /Seating Bicycle Parking 
Trash Benches /Seating 

AreasR.O.W. 
Landscaping

Amenities Trash 
Recycling 

ReceptaclesReceptacles
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Fi l S  R d i Grand Avenue Grand Avenue Final Streetscape Recommendations
The Village of Lindenhurst will implement a 

StreetscapeStreetscape
g f p

“Timeless”  appearance in streetscape furnishings.

Central Focal 
Feature Options

SculptureClock Tower Flagpole
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Fi l S  R d i Grand Avenue Grand Avenue Final Streetscape Recommendations
The Village of Lindenhurst will implement a 

StreetscapeStreetscape
g f p

“Timeless”  appearance in streetscape furnishings.

Central Plaza Site 
Furnishings
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Fi l S  R d i Grand Avenue Grand Avenue Final Streetscape Recommendations
The Village of Lindenhurst will implement a 

StreetscapeStreetscape
g f p

“Timeless”  appearance in streetscape furnishings.

Central Plaza Site 
Furnishings
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Fi l S  R d i Grand Avenue Grand Avenue Final Streetscape Recommendations
The Village of Lindenhurst will implement a 

StreetscapeStreetscape
g f p

“Timeless”  appearance in streetscape furnishings.

Pedestrian Light Roadway Light
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Fi l S  R d iFinal Streetscape Recommendations
The Village of Lindenhurst will implement a 

Grand Avenue Grand Avenue 
g f p

“Timeless”  appearance in streetscape furnishings. StreetscapeStreetscape

Grand Avenue StreetscapeGrand Avenue Streetscape
Existing Conditions View Looking East
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Fi l S  R d iFinal Streetscape Recommendations
The Village of Lindenhurst will implement a 

Grand Avenue Grand Avenue 
g f p

“Timeless”  appearance in streetscape furnishings. StreetscapeStreetscape

i h i id iInsert image showing widening 
and landscapingp g

Grand Avenue StreetscapeGrand Avenue Streetscape
IDOT Roadway Widening Improvements
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Fi l S  R d iFinal Streetscape Recommendations
The Village of Lindenhurst will implement a 

Grand Avenue Grand Avenue 
g f p

“Timeless”  appearance in streetscape furnishings. StreetscapeStreetscape

Grand Avenue StreetscapeGrand Avenue Streetscape
d d d d h hProposed Roadway and Pedestrian Lighting with 

Street FurnishingsStreet Furnishings
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Fi l S  R d iFinal Streetscape Recommendations
The Village of Lindenhurst will implement a 

Grand Avenue Grand Avenue 
g f p

“Timeless”  appearance in streetscape furnishings. StreetscapeStreetscape

i h iInsert image showing 
antique/traditional style q / y

furnishings – utilities removedfurnishings  utilities removed

Grand Avenue StreetscapeGrand Avenue Streetscape
Add Street Trees on the South, Ornamental Trees on the North 
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Fi l S  R d iFinal Streetscape Recommendations
The Village of Lindenhurst will implement a 

Grand Avenue Grand Avenue 
g f p

“Timeless”  appearance in streetscape furnishings. StreetscapeStreetscape

i h iInsert image showing 
antique/traditional style q / y

furnishings – utilities removedfurnishings  utilities removed

Grand Avenue StreetscapeGrand Avenue Streetscape
Remove Overhead Wires and continue Street Trees both sides
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SITE WORK QTY UNIT
Earthwork and Excavation 25,000.00$  35,000.00$   1 LS 25,000.00$      35,000.00$      
Electrical / COMED Power 
Distribution Allowance 60,000.00$  75,000.00$    1 LS 60,000.00$       75,000.00$       

Subtotal 85,000.00$      110,000.00$    
SURFACING  
Concrete Pads 5.75$           6.50$            96 SF 552.00$            624.00$           
Concrete Banding 22.00$         25.00$          246 LF 5,412.00$         6,150.00$        
Brick Paver Areas 15.00$         17.00$          939 SF 14,085.00$      15,963.00$      

Subtotal 20,049.00$      22,737.00$      
SITE FURNISHINGS
Benches 1,200.00$    1,750.00$     9 EA 10,800.00$      15,750.00$      
Trash Receptacles 1,100.00$    1,375.00$     5 EA 5,500.00$         6,875.00$        
Bike Rack 1,200.00$    1,375.00$     2 EA 2,400.00$         2,750.00$        
Retaining / Seat Walls 45.00$         125.00$        350 FF 15,750.00$      43,750.00$      
Roadway Lights 6,000.00$    7,000.00$     30 EA 180,000.00$    210,000.00$    
Pedestrian Lights 4,500.00$    5,500.00$     53 EA 238,500.00$    291,500.00$    
Banners on Roadway Lights 250.00$       350.00$        30 EA 7,500.00$         10,500.00$      
Signage 200.00$       250.00$        20 EA 4,000.00$         5,000.00$        
Clock Tower / Focal Element 
Allowance 50,000.00$  150,000.00$  1 LS 50,000.00$       150,000.00$     

Subtotal 514,450.00$    736,125.00$    
LANDSCAPE
Shade Trees 650.00$       800.00$        30 EA 19,500.00$      24,000.00$      
Ornamental Trees 550.00$       700.00$        36 EA 19,800.00$      25,200.00$      
Shrubs 45.00$         65.00$           136 EA 6,120.00$         8,840.00$         
Perennials 15.00$         18.00$          2000 EA 30,000.00$      36,000.00$      
Irrigation Allowance 20,000.00$  25,000.00$   1 LS 20,000.00$      25,000.00$      

Subtotal 95,420.00$      119,040.00$    

714,919.00$    987,902.00$    
71,491.90$      98,790.20$      

786,410.90$    1,086,692.20$  

70,776.98$      97,802.30$      
857,187.88$    1,184,494.50$  

POTENTIAL ALTERNATES QTY UNIT
Burial of Overhead Utilities - 
ComEd 1 LS
Burial of Overhead Utilities - 
Comcast 1 LS

Subtotal 1,517,000.00$                              

Assumptions:  All roadway, sidewalks, multi-use pathways, curbing, inlets, storm sewer, utility adjustments, 
traffic signals will be completed by IDOT.

Note: Since 3D Design Studio has no control over the Contractor's means or methods of determining prices or
over the Competitive Bidding process or market conditions, our Estimate of Possible Cost, as provided herein, is
made on the basis of experience and qualifications and represent the best judgment as a Design Professional
familiar with the construction industry. 3D Design Studio cannot and does not guarantee proposals, bids or the
construction costs will not vary from Estimates of Possible Cost prepared for the Owner.

Unit Price Range Total Price Range

1,250,000.00$                      1,250,000.00$                              

267,000.00$                         267,000.00$                                 

Estimate of Probable Cost

VILLAGE OF LINDENHURST
GRAND AVENUE STREETSCAPE ESTIMATE OF PROBABLE COST

(FROM LINDENHUST DR. TO SAND LAKE RD. ONLY)
August 12, 2013

Unit Price Range Total Price Range

 Estimated Costs
10% Contingency

Total of Estimated Costs

9% Professional and Engineering Fees 
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COMMON NAME BOTANICAL NAME

"Red Sunset" Maple Acer rubrum "Red Sunset"

"Skyline" Honeylocust Gleditsia triacanthos var. inermis "Skyline"

Swamp White Oak Quercus bicolor

"Redmond" Linden Tilla americana "Redmond"

COMMON NAME BOTANICAL NAME

Washington Hawthorn Crataegus phaenopyrum

"China Snow" Pekin Lilac (Tree) Syringa pekinensis

COMMON NAME BOTANICAL NAME

Red Chokeberry Aronia arbutifoloa "Brilliantissima"

"Annabelle" Hydrangea Hydrangea arborescens "Annabelle"

Staghorn Sumac Rhus typhina

"Knockout" Rose Rosa "Knockout"

"Autumn Jazz" Viburnum Viburnum dentatum "Autumn Jazz"

COMMON NAME BOTANICAL NAME

"Karl Foerster" Grass Calamagrostis acutiflora "Karl Foerster"

Purple Coneflower Echinacea purpurea "Magnus"

"Happy Returns" Daylily Hemerocallis "Happy Returns"

"Pardon Me" Daylily Hemerocallis "Pardon Me"

"Prairie Sky" Switch Grass Panicum virgatum "Prairie Sky"

Black-eye Susan Rudbeckia fulgida "Goldstrum"

"Caradonna" Salvia Salvia nemorosa "Caradonna"

Prairie Dropseed Grass Sporobolus heterolepis

SHRUBS

PERENNIALS

Grand Avenue Plant Palette
Village of Lindenhurst

SHADE TREES

ORNAMENTAL TREES
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